
Terms & Conditions 2021
Insurance, Rate, Zones & Accounts

All goods are carried in line with RHA Conditions of Carriage (2020), All European freight insured at up to £1,300 per tonne (Unless otherwise agreed, extra charges 
may apply).  An insurance excess of up to £250 maybe applicable to all European or Ireland consignments (Excess is subject to change and customers will be notified 
of any change with a minimum of 1 months notice).  No claims will be made under £50 including the delivery charge.

Payment terms are strictly 30 days Monthly, or to keep within credit limit if reached before the due date.

Invoice queries should be notified no later than 5 days after invoice date.

All prices are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.  

Any rate or zone changes made by our pallet networks through the year could be passed onto the customer but all customers will be given a minimum of 1 month’s 
notice, all rates are subject to zone changes in line with our pallet networks.

All insurance claims MUST be in writing to helpdesk@crosscountrycarriers.com within 2 days of delivery. All customers have 15 mins to check freight on delivery so 
unchecked may not be considered on claims, Also if the sender gives consent for goods to be left unsigned then they are not insured at all.

We will not accept any penalty agreements you have in place with your customers.

3rd Party Deliveries / Collections will have an insurance excess of £150

Pallets, Collections, Deliveries & Paperwork

We will not be held liable for any damages for 3rd Party Collections / Deliveries .

Customers own paperwork is not guaranteed to be retuned due to the cross contamination of virus's. If you require paperwork to be returned please ask your 
customer to do so through email, royal mail or other means.

Pallets will be sent through either network at our discretion unless written notification is given not to.

Mini Quarter, Quarter or Half pallets must be able to stack up due to the size, if pallets are non-stackable they should be placed on as Light or full's.

Any mis-declared pallet sizes entered onto the portal if noticed anywhere through the network, could incur additional charges & delays in freight transit times.

All pallets must have product /s securely shrink wrapped and banded / strapped to the pallet base. If not secured correctly to the pallet they could be stopped at CCC 
or the pallet networks hubs & could incur a surcharge of up to £50 per pallet should the pallet require re-stacking & re-wrapping, or returned directly back to the 
customer at the cost of a delivery charge.

The preferred pallet weight for non-Tail-lift collections /  deliveries is no more than 1200kgs (including the weight of the pallet), this can be extended to 1500kgs 
maximum (including the weight of the pallet)  however there will be a £12.50 / 100kg charge or part thereof.

Some depots are limited on how many 7.5 tonne Tail-lift vehicles they have available , also most of these vehicles will have a maximum 750kgs (including the weight 
of the pallet) tail lift delivery capacity.
18t Tail-lift Deliveries are maximum 1000kgs (including the weight of the pallet) hard standing ground only. Any injury resulting in mis-declared weights will be the 
sole responsibility of the paying customer.

Tail-lift collections are maximum 750kgs including the weight of the pallet, with hard standing ground only (could be less for our 7.5t vehicles). Unless prior 
agreements have been made.

All private address deliveries are kerbside only unless prior arrangements have been made in writing and agreed. The above will also apply if a business is located at 
a private address. The customer must make prior arrangements for delivery so that goods can safely be delivered. Public highways or pathways are not suitable 
locations for any deliveries to be left unless prior arrangements in writing have been approved. 

Lead times - Premium Service 24hrs, Economy Service 48-72hrs  for most UK mainland. ROI deliveries Prem 48hrs/Econ 72hrs. ROI collections +24hrs from these lead 
times.  Correct paperwork for all consignments going to the EU or Ireland will be the responsibility of the paying customer.

For all other delivery times including European, customers are able to use the transit checker on the Palletways portal should they have access. For more information 
email helpdesk@crosscountrycarriers.com

All 3rd Party Collections will be at the customers responsibility to make sure that goods are ready for collection once the job has been placed onto our 
system. 

We cannot guarantee any timed collections unless it is on our General Haulage fleet for which prior approval will be required.

Network Pallet Delivery Waiting Times –

We have an agreed waiting time with our delivering depots of up to 15 mins from arrival on site, after this they can or could charge Cross Country Carriers Ltd £10 -
12 / half hour or part thereof providing communication with us and our customer has been actioned. These additional charges will NOT apply for consolidated 
deliveries where multiple consignments are going to RDCs or to Amazon Fulfilment Centres. You will be notified of such charges via email and notes will be placed on 
your job on the portals.

Amazon
We cannot be held liable for the return of customers own paperwork signed at any Amazon sites or RDC’s if the pallets have gone via our pallet networks or General 
Haulage.

Amazon consignment surcharge can only be charged once, redelivery of Amazon consignments is set at the standard redelivery charge.

Hazchem & Limited Quantities

Limited Quantity is fine on certain goods through our pallet networks. For more information on what is accepted please email tranport@crosscountrycarriers.com

No Hazardous goods will be accepted. Pallets found with hazardous goods at any point of its journey will be immediately removed if viable and will be the sole 
responsibility of the customer to deal with, any costs incurred will be passed on directly to the customer.


